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François Ascher´s New Principles of
Urbanism:
1_Developping and managing projects
in an uncertain context. Strategic Urban
r Stavanger
Stavange
Management:
heuristic,Schlumberger
iterative,
C
incremental and recurrent.Research Center
2_Putting the goals against media,
encouraging public and private
stakeholders by means of new types of
project formulations and regulations.
3_Integrating new models of results.
Solutions are no longer unique nor
monofunctional but integrate the new
models
of
productivity
and
management, contributions by the
Quality Airport
organizational sciences and ICTs.
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Reappropriation of existing facilities:
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New constructions:

Current main building becomes…
the main building where BIG ideas are tested
THE
and scrutinized.
FACTORY

Norengros Kjosavik

Forus
Leilighetshotell
Bryan Park (New York)

Economic innovation can not be an end in itself but a means to the urban and social innovation.
Our
Kvadrat
goal is to propose a new model of society linked to a new urban model and promoted by a new
economic model.
Thon Hotel Sandness

we do not propose
the construction of a result but a kind of "middle-out"
experimental process, which we call FORUS LAB, where Top-Down and

As F. Ascher raises in his Les nouveaux principes de l'urbanisme (2004)

Bottom-Up strategies intermingle. This suggests a horizontal approach, by means of networks, with a
wide range of actors-mediators where processes are constantly renegotiated in an exercise that can be
PRUHLQFOXVLYHDQGGLYHUVHLQRUGHUWRPDNHFRQŴLFWVYLVLEOH,WLVFRQFHLYHGDVDFRPSUHKHQVLYHXUEDQ
strategy -social, cultural, economic, and environmental- that will run in parallel to the process of change
of the economic model in the region (20-30 years). It is structured into 3 groups of operations linked to
3 phases in time:
Phase 1/ Forus Hub -> Phase 2/ Cluster_0 -> Phase 3/ Innovation Axis

The production model chosen to encourage innovation is the
laboratory, since it allows the intersection between public
participation and executive decision.

Networking
Assets

Current main storage + shelter + sand and salt stock become…
COMBINED an enormous and partitionable space for art,
design and culture able to host events,
ASSEMBLY
exhibitions, performances…
Current garage and waste management building become…
FOOD COURT organic and ecologic restaurants that conceive
food as an identity generator particularly
+ KITCHEN
within
this
region’s
context. The
GARDEN
kitchen-garden on its roof contributes to
transparentize the food management process
and to raise awareness on it.

Innovation
Assets

Physical
Assets

small, full-equipped and Ŵexible units for
working, meeting, presenting, learning,
getting to know… let’s say warming up.

Innovation
Ecosystem

LOUNGE
HALL
LIVE+ WORK
TOWER

LIVE+ WORK
BLOCK

an “in-between” space where to move around,
meet, chat, enjoy unexpected activities, having a
coffee, relax, have a nap… and to play and work.
ofƓces, co-living and rental spaces, lofts,
workshops, apartments… Access corridors are
all facing south and are wide enough to
promote encounters and exchanges. These
become the places where playing or working
together becomes a daily fact.
a necessary urban piece to create urbanity and
bring at the same time neighborhood
amenities that provide important support
services to residents and workers.

Management strategy (economic assets)_phase 1.1.

Phase 1 / Forus Hub / Project Site
Innovation Hub

The Project Site is conceived as an Innovation Hub where suitable conditions are set for the various
actors, institutions, companies, associations, etc. (local, national or international) to exchange
information and knowledge, generating creative and innovative synergies. In this regard, we reference
Pete Engardio's triplet in his deƓnition of an Innovation Ecosystem: physical assets / economic assets
/ networking assets.
In short, it is essential for the creation of these synergies (networking assets) to work simultaneously on
both the design of private and public spaces of architectural quality and the management of programs
and agencies operating in the environment as well as new policies that encourage these dynamics. For
this reason, we propose two strategies: a design strategy (physical assets) and a management strategy
(economic assets).

We propose a pictogram of different innovation drivers, innovation cultivators and neighborhood-building
amenities with ability to operate in the area. The types of actions and partnerships can and should vary in time
and be coordinated by the Forus Hub Agency, whose mission will be to communicate, mediate, connect,
provide, program and design. It will be a space where intertwining visions and efforts will converge to create an
urban fabric more alive than ever before.
On the other hand, the municipalities of Sandness, Sola and particularly Stavanger shall establish a series of
incentives and favorable conditions for the introduction of all these agents in the early years. In this regard and
as a Ɠrst step in this phase, we propose to initiate a process of participation among the agents shown in the
pictogram to determine potential future situations for the Forus Hub.

Design strategy (physical assets)_phase 1.2.

We propose an experimental architectural strategy from the articulation of 4 (+1) key elements that are
implemented as sub-phases. Their simultaneous execution or deferred in time depends on the management
strategy previously established in phase 1.1.:

PHYSICAL ASSETS: Design Strategy
I_Innovation Palaces

III_Plug-In Towers

II_“Supersurface”
(phase 1.2.2):

CORNER

BOULEVARD

available space: 17228 m3
available space: 18258 m3

(phase 1.2.4):

(+1)_“Post-Oil” Structure
(phase 1.2.5):

CORNER

TERRACES
HALL

available space: 12180 m3

IV_Well-tempered Environment

(phase 1.2.3):

PASSAGE

(phase 1.2.1):

MAIN STREET

GROVE

SQUARE

available space: 6730 m3

BIKE PARKING

POND
1961-63_Fun Palace - Cedric Price

Reappropriation

Existing buildings can play a key role in the future of the hub, not only
as an image of economic and environmental sustainability (because
recycling), but especially for their great potential to become "big"
spaces "capable" of conditioning and housing a wide range of
particular uses related to the exchange of information and
knowledge. ,n this sense, the typical coworking spaces, ofƓces, rental
spaces, auditorium, showrooms, workshops, start-ups, entertainment,
etc. even small shops and organic food restaurants have place here
and, what is more, directly linked to the public space.
On the other hand, its own structure deƓnes large open spaces that
can be easily compartmentalized according to the Hub derive over
time.

surface 328mt/Ŵoor
covered area 4264mt/tower
30-50 dwellings/tower
45 dwellings/ha
(Hammarby)

PLAZA

1972_A Journey from A to B - Superstudio

Flexibility

The “supersurface” is conceived as a continuous surface on the
ground Ŵoor that connects both indoors and outdoors and is entirely
fully equipped: network access and power points, heating, movable
partitions systems, light furniture, etc. It creates a hyper-connected
space, communicated visually, but also with sufƓcient areas of privacy
and independence so that everyday or typical situations as well as
other more unpredictable, indeterminate or disparate take place
simultaneously. The “supersurface” is, therefore, a great 2D
infrastructure that enables and activates the creativity open to the
imagination of its users.
Importantly, the “supersurface” also deƓnes the different types of
public space that are to be tested: the street, the square, the garden,
the park ... And these are tested not only concerning new
technologies applied to public space but specially concerning its
very livability. That is, we try these types to understand the spatial and
technical conditions which facilitate encounter and relationships
between people in a very particular weather as in Stavanger.

footprint 6.5m²
covered area 8.36m2
Ŵoor area ratio 1,2
Du/Ha= 0
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footprint= 255m²
covered area= 32.554m2
Ŵoor area ratio= 3,51
Du/Ha= 45

1964_Plug-In City - Peter Cook

Density & Compactness

These buildings serve as elements for intensifying and diversifying the
activity. In fact, its main objective is to introduce a housing density
equivalent to 45 dwellings per hectare (neighborhood of Hammarby,
Sweden). This new situation of permanent density of people enables
all the dynamics discussed so far. The coexistence of leisure, housing
and employment in the same place is a non-negotiable issue for the
practice of contemporary urbanism.
On the other hand, the tower is the most compact type that can directly
nourish itself not only from the existing buildings installations but also
from their waste heat production (beacuse daily functioning).
Finally, the tower allows the "signiƓcation" of the introduction of this
new residential use as opposed to the dominant landscape of
industrial block buildings without urban vocation.

1965_The environment bubble - F. Dallegret

Climatic Comfort

We make use of the greenhouse as usual architectural strategy in the
Nordic countries to build "in-between" or "threshold" spaces. In this
case, by a slight modiƓcation of scale and conƓguration, we use this
construction to climatically enable not only external situations on the
ground Ŵoor (and in-between buildings) but also other situations of
spaces, for example). Likewise, the greenhouse will allow an urban
garden on the "food court" roof which can be managed by the
restaurants themselves, as well as other uncertain uses on the towers'
rooftops.
But what is more important, the greenhouse generates a continuous
and “well-tempered” inner space in which the temperature is
negotiated between the buildings along the year. In fact, the
greenhouse will allow the construction of a single entity through the
creation of a continuous thermal gradient between the sheds, the
interior public space and the towers that will minimize the energy
demand of its parts.
The greenhouse interface is equipped with various sensors to monitor
weather and indoor use changes in order to automatically regulate
acoustic, luminous and thermal comfort.

1963 - Schattenberg Castle - H. Hollein

Sustainability Representativeness

We propose a re-appropriation of the big oil structures turning them into
main actors of the change of economic model and into symbols of a
more sustainable urban development. As platforms are no longer
productive, we propose that these are dismantled and parts of them are
employed in the new urban scene gathering the following uses:
A_ Projection of events of public interest: music, sports, political debates
B_ Platform for expression of various forms of creation: artistic, social
C_ Big Data: Display of data on air quality, recycling proƓciency, etc. that
will promote citizenship education and awareness.
D_ Dynamisation of public space through projections on existing
existing buildings and the “supersurface”, sound emission.
E_ Bus-bike interchange to promote sustainable mobility.
F_ Sky Restaurant, a representative place located in the top. An inner
space of 20m in height located 100m above ground from which to
contemplate dramatically the Innovation Axis location in relation to the
wonderful geography of the region.
G_ Mind Migration: Transparentization of knowledge by displaying
relevant processes occurring elsewhere in the cluster and / or axis.
H_ Wind energy collector. It supports the Hub energetically and raises
citizenship awareness. Stavanger today has a lot of companies and
research institutes related to such energy (i.e. Stavanger Power Cluster).
I_Forus Lab Agency. It communicates, mediates, connects, equips,
provides and designs actions, uses and future situations in the Hub. In
parallel, it becomes a surveying ofƓce to control waste and energy
management.
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Three simultaneous processes
(A+B+C)
of
regeneration,
revitalization and progressive
transformation of cluster_0
occur. We call it cluster_0, in fact,
because in itself is another pilot
test but of the urban fabric in this
case. In its own drift over time it
will establish the nature of the
x2
progressive interventions
as well
as their possible specialization
(i.e. Barcelona), or not (i.e.
Boston).
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Learning from Las Vegas vs Learning from Forus
We understand that the distinct identity of Forus relies on the deƓnition of a new green and blue axis free of cars
that links the different parts of a fragmented and random urban fabric. We want to underline this situation by
consolidating this image but from a European tradition rather than American. Like a new Learning from Las Vegas we
identify and draw all the existing vast parking areas which are linked to the axis. These become our new plots. We
understand that the way to start is not breaking down or replacing a successful industrial fabric but negotiating with
it, managing the conŴict and accepting the difference as a positive value. The appropriation of these vacant areas is
compensated with the development of strategies for sustainable mobility. In parallel and over time new urban
elements are inserted as a kind of Toolkit that equips social, cultural, economic and environmentally both the existing
and new tissue. In parallel, these periodic inserts rebuild a new longitudinal urban facade with its own network of
European public space connected to the axis.
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Green Structure

Phase 2 / Cluster_0 / Strategic site
Urban laboratory: ECONOMIC INNOVATION -> URBAN
INNOVATION -> SOCIAL INNOVATION
The results of the Forus Hub test in a Ɠrst phase deƓne not only the exporting
guidelines of an economic model but above all, of an urban model. Its design
allows, on the other hand, not only testing programs and initiatives but also
spatial and building typologies as well as public spaces (the street, the square,
the park, the pond ...) Indeed in this new scale the previous triplet can become

urban innovation /
economic innovation / social innovation.

another one using the following logic:

We are
interested, therefore, in a new economic model that relies on a new urban
model with a new, more inclusive social fabric and not strictly linked to a typical
innovation district. For this reason, we propose that other groups such as
immigrants, students, families with children, etc. are represented here. The
Cluster_0 (strategic site) will be the pilot area where to complete the
experiment of a new urban identity associated with Forus Lab.
In a second phase this experiment is used to determine the patterns of
progressive colonization of the territory. The only condition is that each and
every one of the interventions over time consists of 3 parts that happen
together: a characteristic public space, a building that is a catalyst of activity
and a set of associated initiatives, uses and programmes. The number of
possible combinations of these three parts exceeds our understanding. For
this reason, we prefer to visualize a more strategic situation where Forus Lab is
an open model rather than a predetermined urbanism.

Triple Urban Strategy: 3 simultaneous strategies for consolidating the
Cluster_0

Pedestrian Network

A_Crossings + Corners

Bus Network

(phase 2.1)
Christopher Alexander in The city is not a tree explains a natural city (based on
semilattices) precisely from what happens in the corner of Hearst and Euclid
Street in Berkeley. In this sense, we understand that what can happen in them
(unlike Forus) represents a valuable urban condition for the development of
this area. Following, therefore, the idea that "the city is a network of corners"
we propose a revitalization strategy and progressive urban transformation
that begin in the blocks' corners, where the main streets intersect,
determining thus a possible model for further development of the street at a
later stage.

Cycle Network
Park
Alley of Trees

Forus LABing Urban Strategy
Crossings + Corners

Strip + Transversals

B_ Strip + Transversals (phase 2.2)

Once deƓned the overall strategy and the planning model of “crosses and
corners," we propose that crossings along the main axis -in its occupation of
the existing parking areas, as new plots- lead this process of revitalization and
transformation in a Ɠrst phase. The consolidation of this axis at an early stage
not only motivates a sequential regeneration of transversal streets but also
consolidates the urban structure in relation to the 3 main networks: green
(trees) + blue (water canals) + orange (pedestrian circuits + cyclists).

C_Re + New (phase 2.3)

All this viral process of invasion and appropriation of unbuilt private space can
basically produce a double effect on the built one with the clear objective to
upgrade the urban context: the reform, rehabilitation, etc. of existing
buildings or their complete replacement.

Strip Available Space

Reappropiated Buildings

The Well-Tempered Environment

“Post-Oil” Structure

Transparentization
The ﬁnal architectural conﬁguration of these 4 (+1) elements allows
the transparentization of all social, economic, cultural and
environmental processes that they host. From displaying the
environmental cost of the energy we consume to showing the cycle of
food, the architectural ensemble of Forus Hub allows access to reading,
assessment and decision making as one of the objectives of
contemporary architecture. An architecture that promotes the passage
of a citizenship based on consumption to one based on participation
and awareness.

Live + Work
Tower 2

Live + Work
Tower 5
Live + Work
Tower 3

Live + Work
Tower 1

PODS

Combined
Assembly
Lounge Hall

The Factory

Live + Work
Tower 4

Kitchen Garden

Food Court

Live + Work
Block
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SLEIPNER

Production stops:
2017

HEIMDAL

Production stops:
2021

CLUSTER_0

CLUSTER_C

DRAUGEN

Production stops:
2027

CLUSTER_B

CLUSTER_A

SOLA AIRPORT

MURCHISON

Forest

Productive Field

Sport
equipments

Water

RESIDENTIAL
BAR &
RESTAURANTS
PUBLIC
BUILDINGS

RETAIL
PUBLIC SPACE
& GREEN ZONE

PARKING
22@

BARCELONA

Innovation District

BOSTON

Medellinnovation

MEDELLIN

ForusLab
STAVANGER

Industrial + Retail
+ Facilities

Context

9 Sustainability Domains
SHARED
WORKPLACES

Single family
dwellings

Live+
Work

0

1km

Land Use

We understand that a sustainable
city in urban terms is deƓned as
one
that
is
compact
in
morphology, complex in its
organization,
metabolically
efƓcient and socially cohesive.
Assuming that Forus Lab is the
laboratory in which a new model
of sustainable city is tested, we
propose through its design to
make a clear reference to 9
domains that articulate the reality
of the urban environment.

Complexity

E39

Production stops:
2028

2,5km

5km

Livability and Living Space

Mobility and Services

Social Cohesion

Management

0 45

DU/Ha DU/Ha

Green Spaces and Biodiversity

Metabolism
16º

Phase 3 / Innovation Axis / Conurbation

16º

16º
22º

The last phase is seen as a logical consequence of the LABORATIZATION
process in previous phases. The lessons learned in the urban context in
consolidating the Forus_Hub and Cluster_0 should serve as a valid knowledge to
establish the basis of the progressive development of the conurbation from the
determination of different clusters with their respective hubs, facilities, public
spaces, residential buildings ... as well as with their "post-oil" new structures
capable of expressing future values through images of their own historical
memory.

16º

16º
17 -18º
21-19º
21-19º

22º

Thus, this new "indirect" and undetermined urbanism becomes a model for the
consolidation of the entire conurbation while its productive model changes and
the sea dismantles its structures to make way for "Another city for another life."

FORUS LAB
AGENCY

CO2

Timeframe
Managment strategy

Innovation Drivers
Innovation Cultivators
Neighborhood Building Amenities

Design strategy

Innovation Palaces

PHASE 1 / Forus Hub
1.2.1

1.2.2

“Supersurface”

PHASE 2/ Cluster_0
1.2.3

Plug-In Towers

1.2.4

Well-tempered Environment

1.2.5

Post-Oil Structure

PHASE 3

2.1

Crossing + Corners

2.2

Strip + Trasversals

2.3

Re+New

Innovation Axis

Both the "post-oil" structure in Phase 1 as those colonizing the
successive clusters play a parallel role of a non-nostalgic signiﬁcance of
certain identity linked to this region. What at the time represented an
unsustainable model of economic development becomes an icon of a
new economic, urban and social model.

cluster_ C

cluster_ B

cluster_ 0
cluster_ A

cluster_ A

